The books and journals listed below are just a few of those very useful to the trumpet player. There are many more articles and books that provide a wealth of information for the trumpeter, particularly if you can read Italian and German!

I have highlighted in bold the books that you really must read, though you should not limit yourself to only those highlighted.

Dr. K. Adduci

PEDAGOGY


**Steenstrup, Kristian. Teaching Brass. Aarhus: The Royal Academy of Music, 2004.**


**HISTORY and LITERATURE**


**PERIODICALS**


*International Trumpet Guild Journal* 1-28 (1976-present). **JOIN THIS GUILD!** It only costs $30 per year for students, and is great value (you receive 4 journals and a CD each year, plus more) and it is a great source of information on what is happening in the trumpet world.

*The Instrumentalist* (all interviews with Maurice Andre, Vincent Cichowitz, Armando Ghitalla, Arnold Jacobs and Adolph Herseth).